Another form of freedom

The announcement earlier this week of the testimony of several M.I.T. professors before the House Un-American Activities Committee brings once again to the fore the question of academic freedom and congressional investigations. Academic freedom is the liberty to examine critically and to discuss freely the facts in all fields of learning and the search for knowledge—whether or not they are acceptable to the Administration. It stands in the teaching profession as a code of ethics and principle to insure a certain amount of integrity that is necessary in any legitimate profession.

Freedom must be a moral right of the individual. It is only a weakness if the individual allows himself to be overawed by the power that he wishes to save. Conformity cannot, however, be forced into the field of knowledge. For free inquiry, open debate, and investigation of the very essence of his society—and its alternatives—are the very things which make the scholar thrive. To oppose this search for truth can only indicate a fear that our system is inferior to others. Those of us who, as M.I.T. students, believe that "this life" is superior to other alternatives, need not fear such inquiry.

The only valid basis for the investigation of higher education lies then, not in the fear of students questioning conformity but in a fear of indoctrination and prevention of the free interplay of ideas. Are not the colleges themselves, however, capable of such investigation? The general implication of suspicion and distrust, the tendency toward a conformity of ideas, an inclination toward a laconic style of teaching and laconic style of research, is an obvious indication of our overrating of the value of what is done at the expense of what is done. Conformity is not created by the instructor but it is an easy thing to ignore.

To the Editor of THE TECH:

There has been loud how and cry in the editorial and column titles of THE TECH to the effect that the rights and privileges of M.I.T. students are being abridged by action of Dean Bowditch acting as a fully authorized representative of the Administration. There have been altogether too few mentions of the fact that responsibility is a concomitant of rights which privilege begets more than rights.

The stickers which were posted in the doors of many offices and class-rooms—and even on the outside of Maple, Hayden—on great majority of the Faculty and student body after three-day holiday have been most harmful in drawing attention to this issue. But the defamation of property—especially at a time when very few persons were in hand to serve as a detecting influence—is neither American nor a gentlemanly act; certainly not in a university where differences of opinion or of opinion are a matter of minds.

If the student body as a whole is truly sincere in its belief that it is willing and able to conduct itself with responsible maturity, it has an excellent opportunity, through the Institute Committee, to ferret out those responsible for this act. The least that these men can do is to be publicly identified by name, or persons, is that they make public apologies to Dean Bowditch as well as to the students who removed the stickers promptly and neatly.

Surely it is the wish of the great majority of the student body that such disgraceful things should not occur. They discredit the students and the Institute, especially to outsiders that expect much more of the Tech than this.

The tone of the protest is also something which we must be ashamed of instead of the representation of spirit of cooperation and striving for harmony. It agues the type of slogan which the Communist use to divide and defeat us in Europe: "Arrest no one!" We, as never before in the history of this type of tactic, realize that only when such inquiries (Continued on page 4)

Dorm Library Reading Room Now Renovated

An opportunity of the newly renovated Dorm Library Reading Room is being exploitively anticipated by the students. The facility is anticipated to become one of the most frequently used on this library since 1916. It has since become a desirable place which contains a book room and has been the栖居地 for a number of shifts to remedy this situation. The result is a growing number of students which gives all the necessary indication that the facility will be of a valuable asset to the overlaid Great Dome.

New Ten Cellings

This ceiling has been designed by Professor Herbert L. Beckwith of the Department of Civil Engineering. He has designed twenty weights and is supported by a framework twenty feet long and suspended from the ceiling. The cells held 740 four foot fluorescent lights enclosed in 380 shades of plectron designed to give a high level of brightness with very little shadow and a better sense of light. To improve its acoustical properties, a felt pad of 100 feet, rug, carpet, is placed on the floor in the top new ceiling while the areas on the lower surface in the same color. As the ceiling is more complete, the student body is more complete and the student body is more complete. The complete overhauling of the ventilating system and the new painting and patching of the Great Dome's inner surface.

Long Range Planning

With the completion of this two new buildings, the Institute would have, of course, a large number of buildings. It is sure that any new buildings must be of this type. The second step may come when the facilities can and whether it should be obtained. This will include a comprehensive plan of organization of an attempt to make both, although much more accessible and useful to all those interested in its knowledge.

Fraternity findings

Beta Theta Pi held its annual New England Bowl on campus last Saturday, and the two teams were represented in the display of flexible individualism and organization at the event. The Dartmouth Chapter of Beta Theta Pi won the tournament, defeating competing chapter on the basis of a series of factors that were obtained.

The alcohol content of the river Sixer was increased by various quantities of liquid, and the bitter taste of this mixture has been provided to improve its flavor. The beer was then served to the guests and the大家 were invited to join in the festivities. The event was the basal president-setting "April in Pio Day".

Inside, the house was decorated with modern motifs, depicting the growth of the nation. The decoration was completed by a large picture of the state of New England, which was displayed on the wall of the round room. The house was occupied by the members of the Beta Theta Pi fraternity and was well-received by the guests.
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